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A Quick Guide to Help Conversational Truth Guides 
 

Examples of Conversational Truth Guides 
Gandhi 
Guy Finley 
Drew Barrymore 
Ellen DeGeneres 
Beth A. Grant 
Lyle Lovett 
Brené Brown 
Marci Shimoff 
Bruce Lipton 
Jeanna Gabellini (although her marketing is not always congruent with her type) 
Bill Baren (some of his marketing is not congruent with his type) 
Lisa Engles (interstate coaching and Google Hangouts for Visionary Leaders) 
Ave Peetri 
Ursula Pottinga (Reimagine Growth and Be Above Leadership) 
Heather Nichols 
Cory Michelle 
Doug Forresta (coachzing) 
Dabney Alix 
Oprah (she has morphed more recently to a charismatic/conversational connector) 

 
 

Conversational Truth Guide Marketing and Business Development Strategies 
These are strategies that have worked very well for the Conversational Truth Guides.  This isn’t a 
complete list of what can and will work for Conversational Truth Guides, but it is a good starting place 
for brainstorming for your own Strategic Marketing & Business Development plan.   

 Three tier approach to attracting new clients to you thru a video or blog.   
o FIRST: Free video (no opt in) that adds value and leaves them wanting more (could also 

do an article or blog but it may not be as compelling) 
o SECOND: Opt in on that same page with the free video for something free (workbook, 

video, e-book, recorded interview – something that pulls them in deeper) which adds 
them to your email list 

o THIRD: Follow up email and/or phone campaign going to a Breakthrough/Strategy 
Session (for 1:1 or higher end program) or low cost (under $100) program.    

o Entries to this pipeline could be: 
 Social Media 
 Ads on FB/Google/Twitter 
 Promotional partners (to share on SM on your behalf, or include in their ezine) 
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 Promotion to your list (I would include this in an email that is also on the subject 
of your video).   

 These can also go viral or get a good amount of sharing if the content in the 
video is really useful and eye opening, especially since there is no opt in 
required 

 Free webinar that has good information and engages people in conversation/dialogue.  Always 
do a free gift offer that is something that relates to your topic.  You can also do an offer for a 
low cost ($100 or less) program or for a Breakthrough/Strategy Session (for 1:1 or higher end 
program).   

o Note:  you can offer the higher end program but Conversational TGs typically get very 
low conversions for these without having a conversation.   You can do a follow up email 
campaign to engage people who got the free gift but didn’t go to the next level. 

o A good strategy is to do these for a Strategic Partner’s list and have it be more 
conversational and/or an interview style.  Make sure it is someone who works with the 
same ideal client who doesn’t compete with you but compliments your work. 

o Another strategy is do this on a podcast, radio show, telesummit or Google Hangout 
series that is hosted by someone else.  Typically in these scenarios you would only do 
the free opt in.  Make sure to have an affiliate url so you can track how many leads 
come from these or set up a separate page on your website and have them go into a 
unique list.   

 3 prong approach of Blogging/Newsletter/Social Media (I have a handout on this in Client 
Resources). Your blog page should have a free opt-in and SM buttons for people to easily share 
as well as like/connect to you on SM. You should write a newsletter with each blog and have 
them click to “continue to read the article” and have it link to your blog page.  Every time you 
write a blog, share an interesting comment that pertains to the blog or even ask a question and 
provide a link to your blog. 

o You can create a campaign for people that join your list which invites them to be in 
dialogue with you.  You can do a follow up email 10 days later through auto-responder 
that engages them initially. If they respond, you can invite them to a 
Breakthrough/Strategy Session. 

 Self-hosting a podcast or Google Hangout show, or a telesummit is also a way to capitalize on 
the strength of your Personal Persuasion Power of being “Conversational.” The key with these is 
to make sure you have an accompanying marketing strategy to drive traffic to the event, and to 
your website.  Ultimately, even if they follow you on Google+ or iTunes, it is much more 
challenging to engage them to the next level if they aren’t included in your overall engagement 
strategy.   

o Personally, I think getting them on your email list is critical to the engagement strategy.  
If you are doing a podcast or Google hangouts series, I would still have a page on your 
website where people can view these there that has a free opt-in that can capture more 
people on your list.  Free opt-ins can include a transcript of the 
podcast/hangout/interview (this is almost always an easy “yes”) or a standard free gift.   

o Some experts, like Doug Foresta (podcaster) and Lisa Engles (Google Hangouts channel) 
and Erin Huggins (YouTube Channel) say that if you have enough reach/followers, you 
can sell right from these channels.  Lisa, as an example, usually gets 10-20 people in her 
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$2000 program just by engaging with them through her Google Hangouts show and 
getting them in the green room afterwards to engage in a deeper dialogue. With that 
said, conversational truth guides aren’t great at selling a higher priced item unless they 
are in conversation or they have really engaged followers.  Typically, you would want to 
direct them to a low cost offer or invite them for a conversation unless you have a very 
engaged audience or are reaching thousands with your event/channel.   

 In person speaking events can work very well for Conversational Truth Guides, especially if you 
can engage the audience in an interactive way (through exercises, Q&A, and other means).  As a 
Conversational TG, I would recommend always making a free offer and an offer for a 
conversation if you are trying to enroll 1:1 clients or selling a program (You have to make sure 
your program is priced in a way that a conversation is a good ROI of time/energy).  In Beth 
Grants study of Conversational Truth Guides, she says that on average they enroll 1-3% of the 
audience in paid offering.  Charismatic Truth Guides have a slightly better result.  Guru Stars, 
who sell inspiration and possibility really well usually have 10x better success rate at selling in 
front of an audience.  So, use the opportunity to get in dialogue with them. 

 Center of Influence interviews with people in your niche can be a very effective ways to build 
credibility and relationships and often times you get clients or referrals as a result.  These are 
research-based interviews and I recommend having a specific end goal in mind with your 
research (such as creating a presentation, Article, Whitepaper or e-book).   

o You can learn all about this in the Leapstart Program (on Client Resources page) 
o The key is to have an ongoing engagement strategy with the important COIs that you 

meet to stay in meaningful dialogues with them 

 Asking for referrals from clients or former clients is a very easy strategy for Conversational TGs.  
The key is to be transparent and appreciative, and invite your clients to make warm 
introductions so you can begin a dialogue (recommend an offer of a Breakthrough 
Session/Strategy Session that is exploratory).   There is a document on this in Client Resources 
with language for the conversations and emails. 

 If you have a client who has referred more than 1 client to you, you also may want to do a Client 
Replication Interview.  This is part COI interview and part referral conversation.  You want to tell 
the client that if you had a few more people in your practice just like them, you would have the 
perfect business and then ask them questions and brainstorm with them on how to find other 
people just like them.  Often times you will get referrals out of this but also some other really 
great ideas that they are willing to help support getting into action (such as hosting an event for 
you with their colleagues/friends).  I don’t currently have a handout on this but I can walk you 
through this in more detail.   

 Strategic Alliances are also often a very successful strategy for Conversational TGs.  You can 
learn about the different type of Strategic Alliances in the Savvy Strategic Alliance training.  All 5 
types are good fits for the Conversational Truth Guide.  In fact, if done with intention, Truth 
Guides tend to have more fruitful SAs in terms of revenue and longevity.  For Conversational 
Truth Guides, the key is to pick partners that align with the 6 C’s and are as committed to 
creating a win/win as you are.  Conversational Truth Guides also tend to have more success with 
fewer SAs that are multi-faceted, since they like to go deep.    

 Client Events where your clients can bring a guest can be very powerful in making strong 
connections with possible prospects.  Since Conversational Truth Guides love deep talk, you will 
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want to have the event be intimate enough to either have group discussions or some 
meaningful 1:1 time with both clients and prospects.  If it is a more casual event that is more 
socially oriented (a popular type is a wine tasting or an intimate dinner with 10 people) you will 
want to have a follow up strategy but make no formula offer.  If it is a more formal event like an 
educational evening or a “playshop,” you can make a more formal offer at the end of the event.  
The key with these events is to have many more clients and a few prospects.  Your clients will 
help the prospects that are there to see the great relationships and results you get with your 
clients.  The prospects will want to be part of this cool tribe you’ve built.  I usually recommend 
no less than a 6 clients to 1 prospect ratio.   

 
This list is certainly not the only business development strategies that work well for Conversational 
Truth Guides.  It’s a list of tried and true methods that don’t cost much (if anything) to do or have a 
great ROI if there is a cost involved.  Depending on your niche and your expertise, there may be other 
options that will be more resonant for you to do.  This is meant as a way to provoke your thinking of 
what is possible! 
 
 


